In this paper we shall prove some fundamental results on invertible sheaves o n projective schemes. All of them are almost trivial when we are working in the worl d of nonnilpotent geometry, but phenomena changes completely when we are dealing with general schemes. These topics were brought to our attention during the period of investigation on criterion of ample sheaves on projective schemes(2). We shall borrow notations and terminologies from Grothendieck's book, Elements de géométrie algébrique, which will be cited as [G].
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1. Let A be a noetherian ring and let X = Spec (.4). As usual, we shall denote by Gx (or 6) the structure sheaf of X. Let Jf" be the sheaf on X whose stalk $CX at xe X is the total quotient ring of 0X. Let K be the total quotient ring of A, then we have a natural homomorphism n:K^T(X,Ct).
n is a monomorphism. In fact, let a = a/b be an element of K where a and b are elements of A, and bis not a zero divisor of A. Then, by definition t(a)P = év(a)/<f>p(b), where p is an element of Specif) and <p" is a natural homomorphism A-*A". This is well defined since <f>p(b) is not a zero-divisor of A". Hence 7i(a) = 0 if and only if <p0(a) = 0 for all p e X. It implies the annihilator of a is not contained in any prime ideal of A, i.e., a = 0.
In the next place, we shall show that n is an epimorphism. To prove this, we shall consider an affine scheme Y = Spec(K) and a morphism X'.Y-*X induced by the injection j:A->K.
Let ^3 be a prime ideal of K and let us put p = 9fi n A. Then p is a prime ideal of zero in A and we can see easily Kyis the total quotient ring of A"(3). Let s be a section of T(X, Jf). Then í = s • X defines a section of r(Y, GY). On the other hand, T(Y, @y) is canonically isomorphic to X(G-I-1.3.7)(*). Hence we have a canonical homomorphism x:T(X,Jf)-+K.
It is almost trivial that x°n = identity. Hence x is surjective.
In the next place we shall prove that x is a monomorphism. Let seT(X, Jf) and let xeX be an arbitrary point of X. We shall show that x(s) = 0 implies sx = 0. Let Tpy, ...,pr be the prime divisors of 0 in 6\.Then x(s) = 0 implies, among others, that s = 0 in (®x)Vi (i = l,---,t), i.e., the annihilator of sx in &x is not contained in any one of the prime ideals of 0 in Gx. Hence sx is not contained in (J,p¡(5) and there exists a nonzero-divisor t in Ox such that tsx = 0. Hence, s, = 0.
Thus we have the following Theorem 1. Let A be a noetherian ring and X = Spec(A) and let K be the total quotient ring of A. LetJf be the sheaf of total quotient rings of structure sheaf (9x. Then T(X,Jf) is canonically isomorphic to K.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 we have the Corollary.
Let A be a noetherian ring and let S be a multiplicatively closed set consisting of nonzero-divisors of A. Let X = Spec(A) and let Y = Spec(As) and let c€~x and Jfr oe sheaves of total quotient rings of the structure sheaves 0xand(9Y, respectively. Then the natural homomorphism r(X,Jfx)-»r (F,Xy) is bijective.
The following two lemmas are useful in the sequel.
Lemma 1. Let V be a vector space over afield k and let V0 be the given subspace of V. Let x, y be two elements of V such that at least one of them is not contained in V0. Then the vector space composed of points (a,b) in k2 such that ax + bye V0 is at most of one dimension.
Proof. If one of x, y is contained in V0, the assertion is trivial. Assume that both of them are not contained in V0. If there exists a vector (a,b) ^ (0,0) in k2 Lemma 2. Let V be a vector space over afield k with infinitely many elements and let UuU2,---,Un be given subspaces of V. Let W be a subspace of V not contained in any one ofUx(u = 1,2, •■-,n). Then W is not contained in (J"=i U*-Proof. We shall use the induction on the number n of given subspaces. The case n = 1 is trivial. Assume the lemma holds in the case where the number of subspaces is < n. Let w be an element of IF not contained in Uu U2, ■■■, U"_1. If w is not contained in U" we have nothing to prove. Hence assume that weUn. Let w' be an element of TF not contained in U". Then there exists a finite number of 1-dimensional vector subspaces £1; ••-,£" in fe2 such that for any vector (a, b) not contained in £1;••-,£",, we have aw + bw'^Ux (a = l,---,n)
by Lemma 1.
By assumption, fe is an infinite field, hence fe2 # £x U£2 U ••• U£m. This proves the lemma. Q. E. D.
2. Let X be a projective scheme over a field fc with infinitely many elements and let S be a homogeneous coordinate ring of X, i.e., X = Proj(S). We shall say that S is an irrelevant coordinate ring if any element of S+ is a zero divisor of S. As is remarked elsewhere, when a projective scheme is given, we can find always a coordinate ring which is not irrelevant(6). In the following, we shall always assume that any homogeneous coordinate ring S of a projective scheme is not irrelevant. Let x0, xu ■■■, x, be elements of degree 1 in S such that S = k\_x0,xl,---,x,~]. Then if S is not irrelevant and if fe contains infinitely many elements, there exist linear combinations y¡= Z»«o aijxp a^ek, such that y's are not zero divisors and S = fe[yo>.Vi>"'^n]-Let Xa =D+(yx)(1) be an affine open subset of X with affine ring Ax = S(>v)(8). Then these affine rings are contained in one and the same ring K, where K is the set of elements of the form a/b with a and b homogeneous elements in S of the same degree and b is not a zero divisor of S. We shall call K the function ring of X. K is nothing other than the total quotient ring of Ax for any a. Moreover, the intersection of two open sets XxC\Xß is also an affine open set with affine ring /4ct[4|9], whose total quotient ring is also K.
Theorem 2. Let X be a projective scheme over afield fe with infinitely many elements and assume that the homogeneous coordinate ring of X is not irrelevant. Let K be the function ring of X, andCtiT the sheaf of total quotient rings of the structure sheaf 0X. Then T(X,^T) is canonically isomorphic to the function ring K. Proof. As we remarked above we can cover X with affine open sets Xa with affine coordinate ring Ax. They satisfy the conditions:
(1) Total quotient ring of each Aa is equal to the function ring K of Z.
(2) For any two indices a, ß the affine coordinate ring Ax \_Aß~\ of Xx n Xß is a quotient ring of Ax (or Aß) with respect to a multiplicatively closed set not containing zero divisors.
Let n be a natural homomorphism of T(X, ¿f) into the direct sum Q^ = 0(Za, Jf |ZJ. n is clearly a monomorphism.
Let nx be the direct summand of n and let sx be an element of T(XX,X" |Xx) for a = 0, 1, Then we have T(U, X) = T(X~\U), <9Y)(9) and T(U,X*) = T(X~1(U),6%), where * denotes the sheaf of multiplicative groups composed of units.
Proof. Kf is the total quotient ring of Af and X~ 1(U) is isomorphic to Speedy). Hence T(U,X) = Kf = T(X~\U),(9Y) by Theorem 1 and consequently T(U,X*) = K*f = T(X-\U),e)*Y). Q.E.D.
Let X be a projective scheme over a field k and let S be a homogeneous coordinate ring of X which is not irrelevant and let K be the function ring of X over k. Let us put Y = Spec(K). Then we can define a natural morphism X-.Y^-X. Let Í7 = £>+(/) be an open subset of X defined by a homogeneous element/in S. The affine coordinate ring A of U is given by S,f), and the total quotient ring of S(/) is the quotient ring of K with respect to the multiplicatively closed set {(f/g)", n = 0,1,2, •••}, where g is an arbitrary fixed homogeneous element of S having the same degree as / and is not a zero-divisor of S. Then we have T(U, Jf) = {total quotient ring of S(f)} = Kf/g. On the other hand X~1(U) = Spec(Kf/g). Hence T(U,Jf) = r(X-\U),&Y) and similarly T(U,Jf*) nx-^u),®*).
Proposition 2. Using the notations and assumptions as above, we have T(U,X) = T(X-\U),<9Y) and T(U,X*) = T(X-l(U),6^).
(9) Strictly speaking, this should be written as T(U,Jf\U) = T()Tl<U),(!) Y |A-1(C0). We adopted this expression for the sake of simplicity since this will not cause any confusion. 4. Let X be a projective scheme defined over a field fc and let 6 be the structure sheaf of X. Let Jf" be as before the sheaf of total quotient rings of <S. Let us denote by 0*, Jf* the multiplicative groups of units in (9 and ¿T, respectively. Then we have an exact sequence (1) _> ß* _> ¿f * -» ¿r*/0* -» (1). An element of H°(X, jf*/ &*) defines an invertible sheaf which is a subsheaf of X. We shall call such a sheaf, following P. Cartier, a divisor of X. When X is a reduced scheme it is easy to see that H1(X,X'*) = {0} and the connecting homomorphism ô is necessarily surjective. In the general case, H1(X,Jf*) cannot be expected to vanish, though no counter example has been found yet. We shall prove in this section that if fc contains infinitely many elements then ô is always surjective.
This implies simply that any invertible sheaf is represented by a divisor since an element of H1(X,(D*) corresponds in a 1-1 way to an isomorphism class of invertible sheaves on X.
Lemma 3. Let A be a noetherian ring and let M be a finite A-module. Let m1,m2, • • •, Trt" be maximal ideals of A and assume that each M ® Am. is a free Am-module of rank 1 (i = 1,2,••-,«). Then there exists an elementf in M such thatf® 1 is a free base of M ® Am. for each i.
Proof. Let/ be an element of M such that/ ® 1 is a base of M ® AAm. over Amr We can assume without loss of generality that/ is contained in wtjM (j ^ i) since we can multiply/ by an element not contained in m¡ without changing the property that/® 1 is a free base of M® Am.. Let us cntf =fy +f2 + ■■■ +f". Then / will satisfy our requirement. In fact, we have/s/ (modm¡M) hence 
Proof. Let X=Proj(S)
where S is a nonirrelevant homogeneous coordinate ring of X and let pl5 ■■■,nn be all the prime ideals of zero in S. Let m1,m2, •••,tnB be fixed maximal ideals of S+ containing p1;p2, ...,p", respectively. Let h be a linear form in S such that h$mx(10) (a= l,2,---,n) and let us put Xy = D+(h). exists an affine open subset U of Xt containing all ma (a = 1,2, ••-,«) such that there exists an element f in M such that ü?x = &xf for any xeU. Then U is a general open subset and from the proof of Proposition 4 we can choose U in such a way that U satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.
In the first place, we shall define an isomorphism of JS? and G in U by transforming / to 1. Let xy be a point of X not contained in U. Then there exists an affine open set V± containing the point x1 and an element /j in T^,^) such that <£x = Gxfx for any xe Vv In Un Vit we have &x = GJX = GJ and hence ///i is a unit in UC\VX; i.e.,f/fi is a section of T(U n Vu G*). By Proposition 3, we can extend this section to a section a1 of r(F1,JT*) in a unique way.
If U U Ft does not cover X, take a point x2 not contained in U U Fx. Then we can find an affine open set F2 containing x2,a section f2 in r(F2»0) such that f/f2 is in T(C/n V2,G*) and a section a2 of T(V2,Jf*) which is the unique extension off/f2. We proceed with this process and finally we find a finite affine open covering F1,F2,--,F€ and sections a1,---,aq on Vx,---,Vq with coefficients in Jf*. We shall show that a&fx isaunitin V^Vj. For the sake of simplicity we take i = l,j = 2. Thenin the first p\ace,f1/f2 = a'l2 is a unit in Vx n F2. Moreover, ai2| U O Ft n F2 = axa2x by the definition of als a2. Again using the isomor- Q.E.D.
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